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Fund Facts – 31 May 2021 

Fund Overview 

The ActiveX Ardea Real Outcome Bond Fund (Managed 
Fund) is a defensive fixed income solution that targets 

stable returns exceeding cash deposit rates and 
inflation, with a quarterly income distribution and daily 

liquidity.  

The Fund does this by employing Ardea’s ‘relative value’ 
investment approach, which combines the safety of high 
quality government bonds with proven risk 

management strategies to deliver low volatility returns, 
while protecting capital from interest rate fluctuations 
and general market volatility. (Note: neither the Fund 

nor the Underlying Fund are guaranteed).

 

Suits Investors Seeking 

• a higher expected return than bank deposits1  

• an alternative source of income, with low volatility  

• a defensive fixed income anchor to diversify 
portfolio risk away from equities, property and credit 

investments  

• investors who accept some risk and that their 
investment will include exposure to derivative 

strategies  

 

1 Neither fund performance nor capital is guaranteed. 

Monthly Performance Report – 31 May 2021 

Fund 
Performance2, 3 

1 month 3 months FYTD 1 year 3 years 5 years 
Since 

inception4 

Fund 0.13% 0.64% 3.58% 4.48% - - 6.17% 

Australian Consumer 
Price Index 

0.20% 0.70% 3.58% 2.92% - - 1.59% 

Excess Return -0.07% -0.06% 0.01% 1.57% - - 4.58% 
 

2 Performance figures are based on the Fund’s net asset value, are calculated after fees have been deducted and assume distributions have been 

reinvested. No allowance is made for tax when calculating these figures. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of likely future performance. All 

periods longer than 1 year are annualised. 

3 The performance of the Fund will not exactly replicate that of the Underlying Fund, for example, where cash is held by the Fund. 

4 The Fund’s inception date is 10 December 2018. 

Source: Fidante Partners Limited, 31 May 2021. 

 

Underlying Fund  

The Fund invests in Ardea Real Outcome Fund (Underlying Fund). In this report, where we refer to the Fund’s 
investments we generally do so on a ‘look-through’ basis; that is, we are referring to the underlying assets that the 

Fund is exposed to through its investment in the Underlying Fund. 
 

Underlying Fund 

Performance5 
1 month 3 months FYTD 1 year  3 years 5 years 

Since 

inception6 

Underlying Fund 0.14% 0.65% 3.60% 4.51% 5.57% 5.45% 4.26% 

Australian Consumer  
Price Index 

0.20% 0.70% 3.58% 2.92% 1.63% 1.78% 1.85% 

Excess Return -0.06% -0.05% 0.02% 1.59% 3.94% 3.67% 2.41% 
 

5 Performance figures are calculated after fees have been deducted and assume distributions have been reinvested. No allowance is made for tax 

when calculating these figures. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of likely future performance. All periods longer than 1 year are annualised. 

6 The Underlying Fund’s inception date is 20 July 2012. 

Source: Fidante Partners Limited, 31 May 2021.  

ASX Ticker XARO 

Fund Inception Date  10 December 2018 Fund Size $663.4 million 

Underlying Fund Inception Date 20 July 2012 Underlying Fund Size $8.6 billion 

Distribution Frequency  Quarterly Unit Registry Link Market Services 

Management Fee 0.50% p.a. Fund Issuer Fidante Partners Limited 
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Underlying Fund Exposure 

Sector Exposure 

Government – National 72% 

Government - State 28% 

Total 100% 

 

Interest Rate Duration (years) 

12-month average 0.5 

Since inception average 0.2 
 

Rating Exposure 

AAA 70% 

AA 30% 

Total 100% 
 

Region Exposure* 

Australasia 50% 

Europe 3% 

North America 47% 

Total 100% 
 

 

* Australasia = Australia, New Zealand, Japan; Europe = France, Germany, UK; N. America = USA, Canada 

Sources: Ardea Investment Management, S&P Ratings. Noting investors accept some risk and that their investment will include exposure to derivative 

strategies. 
 

 

1 Neither fund performance nor capital is guaranteed. 

2 Inception date is July 2012. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. 

3 Refers to the Fund’s historical track record since inception 

 

Monthly Commentary 

Notable events for the month are summarised below and more detailed discussions of topical market themes are 

available here - Ardea's market insights. 

 

How are we positioned? 

The underlying portfolio return in May was positive. 

Performance is driven by strategies that target specific ‘relative value’ (RV) mispricing between closely related fixed 
income securities. These strategies are implemented in a way that isolates the RV mispricing from broader market 

movements, maintaining minimal interest rate duration exposure and excluding all credit investments. For this 

Fund Benefits 

Higher expected returns than cash and term deposits1 

The Fund has a track record of delivering returns exceeding cash, term deposits and inflation since inception2. As 

these returns are independent of market direction, Ardea expects to maintain a level of outperformance in rising 

and falling markets irrespective of the level of cash or deposit rates. 

An easier way to access your investment 

The Fund offers daily trading on the ASX, without break costs that can apply to term deposits. 

Lower risk than many common investment income sources 

The Fund invests in high-quality government bonds and cash securities, which have lower credit risk, unlike bank 

hybrids and corporate bonds, while also using sophisticated risk management strategies to minimise volatility 

compared to dividend paying stocks. 

Defensive fixed income anchor that helps diversify investment portfolio risk 

The Fund targets positive returns that are independent of interest rate fluctuations and general market volatility. 

Combining this with proven risk management strategies allows the Fund to help diversify your portfolio risk away 

from equities, property and credit investments. 

Protect the purchasing power of your cash 

In addition to outperforming3 bank deposits, the Fund targets returns exceeding inflation, which helps protect the 

long term purchasing power of your cash. 

Experienced and stable investment team: Ardea’s investment team has decades of experience across global 

fixed income markets. Majority employee ownership of the Ardea business fosters team stability. 

Fund Risks 

The Fund is exposed to a number of risks including interest rate risk, market risk, and collateral risk. Please refer 

to the Product Disclosure Statement for more information. 

https://www.ardea.com.au/our-thoughts/market-insights/
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reason, the performance of RV portfolios, over time, has a low correlation to broader bond market and macro 

themes.   

The underlying portfolio is constructed with many modestly sized and diverse RV strategies that collectively 
contribute to overall performance. We outline performance based on our broad attribution categories. As there are 

a large number of individual positions, the commentary below focuses on a small subset of noteworthy RV themes 

and examples of positions.  

The strategy suggested investment horizon is two years. Over short periods of time, like one month, performance 

variability commensurate with the underlying portfolio’s volatility budget is to be expected.  

 

Drivers 

- RV bond vs derivative. These strategies exploit pricing inconsistencies between government bonds and closely 
related interest rate derivatives by taking a ‘long’ position in one vs. a ‘short’ position in the other, such that the 
overall trade is duration neutral. Combinations of AUD and EUR bond vs derivative positions added value over 

the month, although movements were not substantial. Long AUD bond positions in the 10y and longer maturity 
part of the curve outperformed swap hedges. The relative underperformance of swaps was underpinned by 
hedging flows and bond demand has stabilised, helped by ongoing RBA quantitative easing (QE) and contained 
issuance expectations. In EUR, ultra-long semi positions continued to drift slightly tighter relative to swap 

hedges. Other markets made smaller contributions over the month, such as long positions in relatively cheap 
UST 20y bonds vs futures (these RV opportunities are impacted by shifts in issuance, investor segmentation and 

QE considerations). 

- Inflation. The underlying portfolio maintains structural inflation protection through exposure to inflation-
protected securities. These positions in AUD added modest gains over the month. Early in May Australian inflation 
pricing followed the US market higher, after an historically large upside surprise in the monthly US CPI report. 
While the highest levels for breakevens and inflation swaps weren’t sustained later in the month, many market 

participants remain wary about the risk that post-COVID pressures don’t prove as transitory as the consensus 

of economists expects (see our market commentary and recent research note for more details). 

 

Detractors 

- Volatility. The underlying portfolio is positioned long interest rate volatility. These positions are implemented 
based on RV considerations and provide the underlying portfolio with risk balance. After driving significant 
positive performance during a large sell-off in bonds in Q1, the subsequent fall in market volatility as global 

rates stabilised has weighed slightly on performance over the last two months. USD swaption positions were the 

largest component of this small drag. 

 

What happened? 

Markets in a broad holding pattern 

Most markets broadly tracked sideways to slightly stronger in May. Equity indices (ex-Japan) finished modestly 

positive – the MSCI world closed 1.3% higher and the S&P 500 +0.6% higher. Global bond indices added moderate 
gains – the Bloomberg-Barclays Global Aggregate Index lifted 0.9%. The US 10y yield fell 3bp in May to 1.59%, 

holding within the 1.50-1.75% range that has held since mid-March. EUR rates underperformed intra-month before 
finishing little changed. Elsewhere, commodity prices continued their impressive ascent, but at a slower pace than 
in April (Bloomberg Commodity Index +2.7%). In FX, the USD continued its trend lower in broad terms (DXY -

1.6%), while the GBP topped the G10 leader board (+2.6%). 

Investor sentiment and asset prices remain broadly supported by the combination of: 

- continued solid global growth momentum; 

- central banks still providing large scale stimulus; and 

- rising vaccinations in developed economies reducing potential damage from Covid. 

 

A wobble as US CPI surge arrives; “temporary” consensus prevails for now 

In May there were a few brief challenges to the prevailing bullish narrative in the form of volatile economic data and 
some underlying concerns about central bank support. Of note, nominal bonds and stocks briefly underperformed 

amid a large upside surprise in the US CPI report (for April). CPI lifted 0.8% m/m and 0.9% m/m in headline and 
core terms, respectively. That core increase is the fastest monthly rebound since 1981. The y/y rise in the headline 
measure of 4.3% is the highest since 2008 and the 3.0% y/y rise in the core measure is the highest since 1996. 
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The data well exceeded consensus expectations and the headline increase was higher than the forecast of all 

economists surveyed by Bloomberg.  

This realisation of higher US inflation helped US Treasury inflation-protected securities (TIPs) to outperform in May 
and other global inflation-linked markets rallied in sympathy. Breakeven inflation spreads reached touched multi-

year highs across the world (see below for more detail). 

 

Why is it relevant? 

This note is a summary of a more detailed research article on the Ardea website in May: Are interest rate markets 

pricing an inflation problem? (see here) 

 

Global rates market pricing for inflation has surged to multi-year highs. 

The inflation expectations component of long-term bond yields (breakeven inflation rates or BEIs) have surged 

higher over the last year, after reaching record low levels at the onset of Covid-19 in March 2020 (for a primer on 
inflation-linked bonds and how expectations are implied see here). The bounce back in inflation expectations initially 
reflected a recovery from extreme economic disruption and liquidity pressures. The repricing has since gone on to 
eclipse pre-COVID levels and reach multi-year highs across markets. As Chart 1 shows, 10y BEIs in the US and 

Australia are at the highest levels in eight and six years, respectively.   

Chart 1: 10Y Breakeven Inflation Rates 

 

We have previously published a bigger picture note on inflation, which covered some of the distinctions between the 

shorter and longer run forces at play (see here).  

The market reaction to recent data and survey indicators suggests investors are more worried about 

inflation risks than many economists. 

Investor concerns about inflation were heightened in May amid an historically large jump in the US April CPI report 
(0.8% m/m and 0.9% m/m increase in headline and core CPI, respectively). Economists and Fed governors pointed 
to temporary distortions, but for markets it still raised the risk inflation could rise further and be more sustained 
than the consensus thinks. Evidence of this investor concern is also reflected in surveys. A monthly Bank of America 
Survey asks global fund managers to list the biggest tail risks facing markets. Since March the answer has been 
higher inflation or a “bond tantrum” for the first time in a decade and inflation displaced Covid as the biggest risk 

for the first time in a year. The same survey showed a record high 69% of participants listed “above-trend growth 
and above-trend inflation” as the most likely outcome for the global economy over the next 12 months, well above 

expectations for deflationary and trend inflation outcomes (Chart 2).  
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https://www.ardea.com.au/reflation/
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Chart 2: BofA Global Fund Manager Survey (May 2021) 

 

 

Inflation curves, however, reflect expectations for only temporary inflation pressures and show large 

cross-market differences. 

A simple gauge for whether the market is pricing an inflation problem is to compare inflation swap rates with central 
bank targets (Table 1). The market is clearly pricing above the target level in the US in the short term. However, 
the Fed’s revised approach to policy – formally agreed last year – explicitly allows for a temporary overshot of the 

inflation target. The longer-term measure of inflation pricing – the 5y forward, 5y inflation swap rate – is around 
40bp above the 2% target. There are, however, some technical nuances with the US pricing. The swap rate is based 
on CPI, while the Fed is arguably more interested in the core PCE inflation measure, which has averaged around 
30bp lower than CPI over the last 20 years. After accounting for this measurement difference, the market is expecting 
inflation to roughly average around the Fed’s target in the long run (and there are also normal tolerances for so-
called inflation risk premia, which are affected by the insurance value of inflation securities, liquidity and other 

factors).  

Table 1: Central bank target and inflation pricing in the US, Europe and Australia* 

 

 

Longer term forward inflation pricing levels are below levels that would typically signal a problem for 

multi-asset investors. 

At what point should multi-asset investors be worried? Identifying the tipping point whereby inflationary pressure 
cascades into materially higher bond yields and weaker risk assets is tricky, since it involves controlling for the range 
of other forces at play. A basic historical observation is that US equity bull markets tend to end when the business 
cycle rolls over, rather than at a specific level of actual or market-implied inflation or at a time when growth is 
accelerating as it is at present. The link with inflation is historically better viewed through Fed policy settings. 
Significant Fed policy tightening amid rising (or anticipated) inflation have typically preceded downturns, although 

the timing and magnitude is inconsistent over time.  

The level, speed and drivers of higher inflation and bond yields are also important. Low but rising inflation tends to 
be the best macro backdrop for US equities and a 60/40 portfolio. Over the very long-run, Chart 3 from Goldman 
Sachs research highlights the danger-zone for equities and 60/40 portfolios tends to be inflation above 3% and rising 
- a level priced into only the very front end of the US inflation curve. With the Fed and market viewing this rise as 
temporary, the risk for multi-asset investors is a more prolonged rise in inflation or a market belief that the Fed is 
significantly behind the curve. This credibility question is a key risk, as investors are just coming to grips with the 

Fed’s average inflation targeting framework and even temporary price pressures could quickly become uncomfortable 

for bond markets. 

Chart 3: US equities and bond returns under low and high inflation regimes 

Central Bank Target 2y Inflation Swap 5y5y Inflation Swap

US 2.00 3.05 2.42

EUR 1.90 1.72 1.55

AUS 2.50 2.28 2.53

Source: Ardea, Bloomberg (28-May-21)

* The ECB targets "close to, but below 2.0%"

The RBA targets a 2.0-3.0% range
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Inflation tail risks – both higher and lower – have grown significantly and could lead to bouts of pressure 

across markets over the coming months and years. 

In the context of much higher than usual inflation uncertainty, inflation markets appear to be priced for perfection. 
The market expects central bank targets to be met with at worst only a brief overshoot. While risks appear tilted to 
the upside for inflation based on recent data, the reality is that inflation has become even more difficult to forecast 
over the last decade and there is a case to be made for much higher or lower outcomes than markets currently 

assume.  

The heightened uncertainty has important implications for the assumed path of central bank policy. In 2021 interest 

rate markets have dramatically increased pricing for rate hikes in the coming years, even as central banks remain 
committed to keeping policy rates at the lower bound and in many cases maintaining large asset purchase programs 

for several years. The US curve is currently priced for around 200bp of rate hikes over the next five years, a large 
increase on the roughly 120bp of hikes implied at the start of 2021. But that still marks a slow tightening cycle 
relative to historical episodes of higher inflation and even the last two recoveries from recessions (Chart 4). If instead 

inflation underwhelms, the 2020 experience shows that there is a long way for this pricing to fall.  

Chart 4: Nominal rate pricing has lifted a long way, but is still low relative to prior recoveries

 

Interest rate volatility is low despite the wider than usual distribution of inflation risks 

The much wider scope for inflation to surprise markets means interest rate volatility has the potential to rise by a 
lot if either the lower or higher tail risk outcomes come into play. Rising rates volatility, particularly if associated 
with the higher inflation scenario, could have significant consequences for risk assets and multi-asset portfolios given 

the benign path currently assumed. Interest rate volatility strategies have an asymmetric payoff if either of these 
inflation tail risk outcomes eventuates. Current US option-implied volatility is broadly subdued by historical standards 

(Chart 5).  
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Chart 5: MOVE Index of US Treasury volatility 
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CONTACT US 

For further information, contact Fidante Partners Investor Services on 13 51 53 or email 

info@fidante.com.au 

For investor enquiries, please contact Link Market Services on 1800 441 104 or email 

activex@linkmarketservices.com.au 

For financial planner enquiries, please contact your local BDM or email bdm@fidante.com.au 

www.fidanteactivex.com.au 

mailto:activex@linkmarketservices.com.au
http://www.fidanteactivex.com.au/
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Underlying Fund Ratings 

  

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Unless otherwise specified, any information contained in this publication is current as at the date of this report and is provided by 

Ardea Investment Management Pty Ltd ABN 50 132 902 722 AFSL 329 828 (Ardea), the investment manager of the ActiveX Ardea 

Real Outcome Bond Fund (Managed Fund) ARSN 629 403 925 and the Ardea Real Outcome Fund ARSN 158 996 699 (Funds). 

Fidante Partners Limited ABN 94 002 835 592 AFSL 234668 (Fidante Partners) is the responsible entity and issuer of interests 

in the Funds. The information in this publication should be regarded as general information and not financial product advice, and 

has been prepared without taking into account of any person's objectives, financial situation or needs. Because of that, each person 

should, before acting on any such information, consider its appropriateness, having regard to their objectives, financial situation 

and needs. Each person should obtain and consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and any additional information booklet 

(AIB) for the Fund before deciding whether to acquire or continue to hold an interest in the Fund. A copy of the PDS and any AIB 

can be obtained from your financial adviser, our Investor Services team on 13 51 53, or on our website www.fidante.com.au. 

Please also refer to the Financial Services Guide on the Fidante Partners website. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 

future performance. Neither your investment nor any particular rate of return is guaranteed. The information contained in this 

document is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any 

securities or to adopt any investment strategy, nor is it investment advice. If you acquire or hold the product, we, Fidante Partners 

or a related company will receive fees and other benefits which are generally disclosed in the PDS or other disclosure document 

for the Fund. Neither Fidante Partners nor a Fidante Partners related company and its respective employees receive any specific 

remuneration for any advice provided to you. However, financial advisers (including some Fidante Partners related companies) 

may receive fees or commissions if they provide advice to you or arrange for you to invest in the Fund. Ardea, some or all Fidante 

Partners related companies and directors of those companies may benefit from fees, commissions and other benefits received by 

another group company. 

 

The Zenith Investment Partners (ABN 27 103 132 672, AFS Licence 226872) (“Zenith”) rating (assigned May 2018) referred to in 

this document is limited to “General Advice” (s766B Corporations Act 2001) for Wholesale clients only.  This advice has been 

prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any individual and is subject to change at any 

time without prior notice.  It is not a specific recommendation to purchase, sell or hold the relevant product(s).  Investors should 

seek independent financial advice before making an investment decision and should consider the appropriateness of this advice in 

light of their own objectives, financial situation and needs.  Investors should obtain a copy of, and consider the PDS or offer 

document before making any decision and refer to the full Zenith Product Assessment available on the Zenith website.  Past 

performance is not an indication of future performance. Zenith usually charges the product issuer, fund manager or related party 

to conduct Product Assessments.  Full details regarding Zenith’s methodology, ratings definitions and regulatory compliance are 

available on our Product Assessments and at http://www.zenithpartners.com.au/RegulatoryGuidelines 

 

The rating issued 10/2020 is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445 (Lonsec). Ratings are 

general advice only, and have been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Consider your 

personal circumstances, read the product disclosure statement and seek independent financial advice before investing. The rating 

is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any product. Past performance information is not indicative of future performance. 

Ratings are subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes no obligation to update. Lonsec uses objective criteria and 

receives a fee from the Fund Manager. Visit lonsec.com.au for ratings information and to access the full report. © 2020 Lonsec. 

All rights reserved. 

 

© 2021 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. Neither Morningstar, its affiliates, nor the content providers guarantee the data or 

content contained herein to be accurate, complete or timely nor will they have any liability for its use or distribution. Any general 

advice or ‘regulated financial advice’ under New Zealand law has been prepared by Morningstar Australasia Pty Ltd (ABN: 95 090 

665 544, AFSL: 240892) and/or Morningstar Research Ltd, subsidiaries of Morningstar, Inc, without reference to your objectives, 

financial situation or needs. For more information refer to our Financial Services Guide (AU) or Financial Advice Provider Disclosure 

Statement (NZ) at www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf and www.morningstar.au/s/fapds.pdf. You should consider the advice in 

light of these matters and if applicable, the relevant Product Disclosure Statement before making any decision to invest. Our 

publications, ratings and products should be viewed as an additional investment resource, not as your sole source of information. 

Past performance does not necessarily indicate a financial product’s future performance. To obtain advice tailored to your situation, 

contact a professional financial adviser. 

 

http://www.fidante.com.au/
http://www.zenithpartners.com.au/RegulatoryGuidelines
http://www.morningstar.com.au/s/fsg.pdf
http://www.morningstar.au/s/fapds.pdf

